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All references are to section numbers of statutes and regulations.

The following abbreviations are used in this index:

(blank) = Indian Act
BCTU = British Columbia Terms of Union
CA 1867 = Constitution Act, 1867
CA 1930 = Constitution Act, 1930
CA 1982 = Constitution Act, 1982
CEAA = Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
CIR = Calculation of Interest Regulations
DFGCR = Disposal of Forfeited Goods and Chattel Regulations
DIANDA = Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development Act
EPOR = Emergency Protection Orders Regulations
FHA = Family Homes on Reserves Act
FNEA = First Nations Election Act
FNER = First Nations Elections Regulations
FNGSTA = First Nations Goods and Services Tax Act
FNLMMA = First Nations Land Management Act
IBCBR = Indian Band Council Borrowing Regulations
IBCMER = Indian Bands Council Method of Election Regulations
IBCPR = Indian Band Council Procedure Regulations
IBER = Indian Band Election Regulations
IER = Indian Estates Regulations
IMR = Indian Mining Regulations
IOGA = Indian Oil and Gas Act
IOGR = Indian Oil and Gas Regulations
IRR = Indian Referendum Regulations
IRTR = Indian Reserve Traffic Regulations
IRWDR = Indian Reserve Waste Disposal Regulations
ITHR = Indian Timber Harvesting Regulations
ITR = Indian Timber Regulations
MA = Manitoba Act, 1870
Index

PATR = *Property Assessment and Taxation (Railway Right-of-Way) Regulations*
RP = *Royal Proclamation*
SRA = *Species at Risk Act*

A

**ABORIGINAL RIGHTS, CA 1982, 25, 35**

- 1. Aboriginal Rights
  - 1.1 Distinctive Culture
  - 1.2 Relation to Aboriginal Title
  - 1.3 Who Possesses the Rights
  - 1.4 Exercise on another Nation’s Territory
  - 1.5 Exercise by non-aboriginal
  - 1.6 Quebec Secession
  - 1.7 Adjudication of
- 2.1 Aboriginal Title
  - 2.1 General Principles
  - 2.2 Logging
  - 2.3 Encumbrance
- 3. Hunting, Fishing and Harvesting Rights
  - 3.1 Fishing
  - 3.2 Hunting
  - 3.3 Logging
  - 3.4 Commercial
  - 3.5 Incidental
  - 3.6 Safety and Licensing
  - 3.7 Conservation and Priority
- 4. Treaty Rights
  - 4.1 Interpretation
  - 4.2 Who Possesses
  - 4.3 Exercise on Another Nation’s Territory
  - 4.4 Exercise by Non-Aboriginal
  - 4.5 Miscellaneous Rights
- 5. Treaty Rights and Land
  - 5.1 Land “Taken up”
  - 5.2 Reserves
- 6. Treaty Hunting, Fishing, Trapping and Harvesting Rights
  - 6.1 Hunting
  - 6.2 Trapping
  - 6.3 Logging
  - 6.4 Fishing
  - 6.5 Incidental
  - 6.6 Commercial
  - 6.7 Conservation and Priority
  - 6.8 Safety and Licensing
  - 6.9 Provincial Jurisdiction
- 7. Self-Government and Sovereignty
  - 7.1 Inherent Rights
  - 7.2 Jurisdiction of Courts
  - 7.3 Corporations
  - 7.4 Labour
- 8. Métis Rights
  - 8.1 General Principles
  - 8.2 Who is Métis
  - 8.3 Hunting, Fishing and Harvesting
  - 8.4 Federal and Provincial Jurisdiction
- 9. Extinguishment
  - 9.1 Limitation Period
  - 9.2 Federal or Provincial Authority
  - 9.3 “Clear and Plain Intention”
  - 9.4 By Treaty
  - 9.5 By Scrip
Index

ABORIGINAL RIGHTS (cont’d)
- 9.6 By Natural Resource Transfer Agreement
- 9.7 By Pre Confederation Statute
- 10. Infringement and Justification
  - 10.1 Aboriginal Rights and Title
  - 10.2 Treaties
  - 10.3 Licenses
  - 10.4 Legislative Objectives
  - 10.5 Priorities
- 11. Fiduciary Duty and Honour of the Crown
  - 11.1 General
  - 11.2 Provincial Crown Duties
  - 11.3 Litigation
  - 11.4 Boards and Tribunals
  - 11.5 Necessity for Guidelines
  - 11.6 Preservation and Access to Habitat
  - 11.7 Reserves
  - 11.8 Access to Information
  - 11.9 Policing and Prosecution
  - 11.10 Negotiations
  - 11.11 Other Contexts
- 12. Oral History and Evidence
- 13. Consultation and Negotiation
  - 13.0 General Principles
  - 13.1 Not Required When No Rights at Stake
  - 13.2 Which Parties Must Consult?
  - 13.3 Which Parties Must be Consulted?
  - 13.4 Before Judicial Recognition
  - 13.5 Mandate of Crown Negotiators
  - 13.6 Adequacy of Process
  - 13.7 Sufficiency of Accommodation
- 13.8 Territorial Overlap
- 13.9 Jurisdiction of Courts, Tribunals, Other Bodies
  - 13.10 Modern Land Claims Agreement
  - 13.11 Sale of Disputed Crown Lands
  - 13.12 Policy, Legislation, International Treaties
- 14. Interim Injunctions
  - 14.1 General
  - 14.2 Resource Development
  - 14.3 Transfer of Interests in Land
  - 14.4 Land and Self-Government Agreements
- 15. Membership
  - 15.1 Canada
- 16. Family Relations
  - 16.1 Adoption
  - 16.2 Child Welfare
  - 16.3 Customs
  - 16.4 Marriage
- 17. Native Women
  - 17.1 Canada
- 18. Taxation and Custom Duties
  - 18.1 Canada
  - 18.2 Alberta
  - 18.3 British Columbia
  - 18.4 Nova Scotia
  - 18.5 Ontario
  - 18.6 Quebec
  - 18.7 Saskatchewan
- 20. Gaming
  - 20.1 Canada
  - 20.2 British Columbia
  - 20.3 Manitoba
  - 20.4 Ontario
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ABORIGINAL RIGHTS (cont’d)
* * * 20.5 Saskatchewan
* 21. Residential Schools
  * 21.1 Settlement
  * 21.2 Litigation
* 22. Legal Representation and Costs
* 23. Blockades and Protests
  * 23.1 General
  * 23.2 Colour of Right
  * 23.3 Contempt of Court
  * 23.4 Injunctions
* 24. Section 35(3) Land Claims and Self-government Agreements
  * 24.1 British Columbia
  * 24.2 Manitoba
  * 24.3 Newfoundland and Labrador
  * 24.4 Northwest Territories
  * 24.5 Nunavut
  * 24.6 Quebec
    * * * 24.6.1 JBNQA — Education
    * * * 24.6.2 JBNQA — Elections
    * * * 24.6.3 JBNQA — Environment
    * * * 24.6.4 JBNQA — Hunting and Fishing
    * * * 24.6.5 JBNQA — By-laws
  * 24.7 The Yukon
* 25. Section 35(4) — Equality

ACCESS TO INFORMATION
* confidentiality, IA, 2(3) (“9. Access to Information”)
* fiduciary duty, CA, 35 (“11.8 Fiduciary Duty and Honour of the Crown- Access to Information”)

ADMINISTRATION, 3

ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES, see also DESCENT OF PROPERTY
* absent/missing heirs, IER, 13
* administrator of estates, IER, 10, 11
* adverse possession, IER, 12
* advertising for creditors/heirs, IER, 8
* affidavits, IER, 7
* application for administration, IER, 6
* definitions, IER, 2
* estate, defined, 2(1)
* executors, IER, 9
* forms, IER, 16
* inventory, IER, 4
* notice of death, IER, 3
* probate of will, IER, 5
* sureties, IER, 10
* wills, IER, 45–47, 49, 50

ADOPTION
* custom, 2(1) (“child”); Constitution Act 1982, 35 (subheading 16.1 — Family Relations — Adoption)

ADVERSE POSSESSION, IER, 12

ALIMONY AND MAINTENANCE, 68, see also SUPPORT ORDERS

APPEALS
* decisions of presiding officer of council, IBCPR, 17
* elections, IBER, 12–4
* mining claims, IMR, 46
* Minister’s decisions in matters testamentary, 47
* protests regarding Band List/Indian register, 14.3
* referendums, IRR, 31, 32

APPLICATION, 4, 4.1

APPLICATION OF LAWS, see also CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
* provincial laws, 88
APPLICATION OF LAWS (cont’d)
- tax laws, 87
- traffic laws/regulations, IRTR

ASSIGNMENTS, 54–56

B

BAND COUNCIL POWERS, 2(3)

BANKRUPTCY, 89

BLOCKADES AND PROTESTS, CA 1982, 35 (See subheading 23. Blockades and Protests)

BORROWING REGULATIONS, IBCBR

BURIALS, CA 1982, 35 (16.3- Family Relations — Customs)

BY-LAWS
- defined, 2(1)
- effective date
- Department, maintained in entitlement to have name entered on Band List, 12
- generally, 9
- membership rules, 11
- First Nation membership, interpretation of, 10(1)
- generally, 8
- inquiries, 14.1
- limitation to one Band List, 13
- protests, 14.2, 14.3, 17(3)
- to be posted on reserve, 14(3)
- where band amalgamates/divides, 11(4)

BAND MEMBERS
- ceasing to be, 15, 16, CA 1982, 35 (See subheading 15. Membership)
- children of, 18.1
- member of a Band, defined, 2(1)

BANISHMENT
- powers of band council, 2(3)

BAND(S)
- amalgamation, 11(4), 17
- defined, 2(1), (2)
- division of, 11(4)
- powers, 2(3)(a)

BAND COUNCIL POWERS, 2(3)

BANKRUPTCY, 89

BLOCKADES AND PROTESTS, CA 1982, 35 (See subheading 23. Blockades and Protests)

BORROWING REGULATIONS, IBCBR

BURIALS, CA 1982, 35 (16.3- Family Relations — Customs)

BY-LAWS
- defined, 2(1)
- effective date
- Department, maintained in entitlement to have name entered on Band List, 12
- generally, 9
- membership rules, 11
- First Nation membership, interpretation of, 10(1)
- generally, 8
- inquiries, 14.1
- limitation to one Band List, 13
- protests, 14.2, 14.3, 17(3)
- to be posted on reserve, 14(3)
- where band amalgamates/divides, 11(4)

BAND MEMBERS
- ceasing to be, 15, 16, CA 1982, 35 (See subheading 15. Membership)
- children of, 18.1
- member of a Band, defined, 2(1)

BANISHMENT
- powers of band council, 2(3)
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CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
• Aboriginal rights not affected by Charter, CA 1982, 25
• equality rights, CA 1982, 15

CHIEF, see also ELECTIONS
• duty to Band members, 2(1)(“Council”)

CHILD WELFARE
• application of provincial law, IA, 88 (3- Family Law)
• inherent right, CA 1982, 35 (16.2 — Family Relations — Child Welfare)

CHILD WELFARE LEGISLATION, 88

CHILDREN
• child, defined, 2(1)
• education, see SCHOOLS
• maintenance of dependants, 68
• money of, 52.1–52.5
• property of, 52
• right to reside on reserve, 18.1

COMMISSIONERS FOR TAKING OATHS, 108

COMMUNITY OF PROPERTY, 48(12)

COMPULSORY TAKING, 35

CONDITIONAL SALES, 89(2), 90

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, see also ABORIGINAL RIGHTS, CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
• commitment to constitutional conference, CA 1982, 35.1
• federal or provincial authority, CA 1867
• hunting, CA 1930

CONTRACTS BETWEEN BANDS AND OTHER PARTIES, 2(3)

COTTAGE LEASES ON RESERVES
• rent calculation for land leased to non-Indians, 37

COUNCIL OF THE BAND
• Canadian Human Rights Act, application, 2(3)
• Charter of Rights and Freedoms, application, 2(3)
• composition, 74(2)
• conflict of interest, 2(3)
• defined, 2(1), FNLMA, 2(1)
• disqualification, 78(3)
• election of, see ELECTIONS
• employees, 2(3)
• meetings, IBCPR, 3–5
• order of business, IBCPR, 11
• powers, 2(1)(“Council”), 2(3)(b), see also BY-LAWS
• presiding officer, IBCPR, 8–10
• quorum, IBCPR, 6, 7
• representatives of Minister, IBCPR, 30
• rules of procedure, IBCPR, 6–31
• special committees, IBCPR, 25–29
• special election, 78(4)
• standing committees, IBCPR, 24, 26–29
• tenure, 78(1)
• vacancy, 78(2)

COURTESY, 48(12)

CRUDE BITUMEN, 27

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE TAX, 87
Index

D

DEATH
• administration of estates, see ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
• descent of property, see DESCENT OF PROPERTY

DEFINITIONS, 2

DEPARTMENT, 2(1), DIANDA

DEPARTMENTAL EMPLOYEES
• surrenders and designations, 53(3)

DESCENT OF PROPERTY, see also ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
• appeals, 47
• devisee’s entitlement, 49
• intestacy, 48
• powers of court, 44
• powers of Minister, 42, 43
• where devise to non-resident of reserve, 50
• wills, IER, 45–47, 49, 50

DESIGNATIONS, see LEASING OF LANDS, SURRENDERS AND DESIGNATIONS

DOWER, 48(12)

E

EDUCATION, see SCHOOLS

ELECTIONS, see also COUNCIL OF THE BAND
• acclamations, notice of, FNER, s. 12
• advance poll, FNER, s. 18
• appeals, IBER, 12–14
• ballots, FNEA, s. 14; FNER, ss. 13, 21, 23
• by-elections, FNEA, s. 25
• candidacy fee, FNER, s. 26
• candidates, FNEA, ss. 9–13; FNER, ss. 8–10
• contested elections, FNEA, ss. 30–35
• council, FNEA, ss. 7, 8
• council/chief, of, 74(1)
• custom of the Band, s. 2(1) “Council”
• declaration, FNER, s. 24
• definitions, FNEA, s. 2; FNER, s. 1
• deputy electoral officers, FNER, s. 2
• disposal of ballots and election documents, FNER, s. 25
• election, defined, 2(1)
• election dates, FNEA, ss. 5, 6
• electoral officer, FNER, s. 2
• electoral sections, 74(4)
• eligibility for nomination, 75
• eligibility of voters, 77, IBER, 3
• exception, 74 (commentary)
• mail-in ballot, FNER, ss. 15–17, 22
• manner in which voting to be carried out, IBER, 5
• method of election, IBCMERS
• nomination meeting, FNER, ss. 5–7, 11, IBER, 6–10
• notice of, FNER, s. 14
• obstruction of, FNEA, ss. 26, 27
• offenses, FNEA, ss. 37, 38
• penalties, FNEA, ss. 39, 40
• petition for removal from office, FNEA, s. 36
• polling/ballot papers, IBER, 6–10
• polling stations, FNEA, ss. 20–22; FNER, ss. 19, 20
• positions, awarding of, FNEA, ss. 23, 24
• regulations, FNEA, s. 41
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ELECTIONS (cont’d)
• schedule
  • adding to, FNEA, ss. 3, 4
  • removal from, FNEA, s. 42
• setting aside, 79
• term of office, FNEA, ss. 28, 29
• voters list, FNER, ss. 3, 4
• voting, FNEA, ss. 15–19

EMPLOYEES
• dismissal, 2(1) — Council of the Band

ENFORCEMENT
• certificate of analysis as evidence, 101
• commissioner for taking oaths, 108
• fines, disposition of, 104
• justices, appointment, 107
• magistrates, jurisdiction, 106
• penalty where no other provided, 102
• seizure of goods, 103

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, CEAA, 4(3)(b.3), FHA, 16–19; EPOR
• power to make regulations regarding, CEAA, 59

EQUALITY RIGHTS, CA 1982, 15

ESTATES MANAGEMENT, see ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES

EXPROPRIATION, 35, FNLA, 29–33

F

FAMILY HOMES ON RESERVES ACT
• binding on Her Majesty, FHA, 3
• coming into force, FHA, 56
• interpretation, FHA, 2
• purpose and application, FHA, 4–6
• regulations, FHA, 53
• short title, FHA, 1
• transitional provisions, FHA, 54, 55
• enactment of First Nations laws
  • coming into force, FHA, 11
  • community approval, FHA, 8–10
  • power of First Nations, FHA, 7
• provisional federal rules
  • application, FHA, 12
  • determination by court of interest or right, FHA, 48
  • division of value of matrimonial interests or rights
    • breakdown of conjugal relationship, FHA, 28–33
    • death of spouse or common-law partner, FHA, 34–40
  • enforcement of orders, FHA, 52
    • family home
      • contiguous property, FHA, 25
      • emergency protection order, FHA, 16–19; EPOR
      • exclusive occupation order, FHA, 20, 21
      • family violence, FHA, 22
      • interest or right not affected, FHA, 23
    • leases, FHA, 26
      • notice, FHA, 24
      • occupation, FHA, 13–15
      • offence, FHA, 27
    • jurisdiction of courts, FHA, 43–46
      • notice to council, FHA, 41, 42, 50
      • notice to Minister, FHA, 50
Index

FAMILY HOMES ON RESERVES ACT (cont’d)
• proceedings on death, FHA, 49
• • provincial laws of evidence, FHA, 51
• • rules of practice and procedure, FHA, 47

FAMILY LAW
• matrimonial property, 20 (5- Family Law and Division of Property)
• • rules on breakdown of marriage, FNLMA, 17
• • recognition of custom, CA 1982 (16- Family Relations)

FARMS, 71

FIDUCIARY DUTY, C.A. 1982, s. 35
• Crown, C.A. 1982, s. 35 (See subheading 11. Fiduciary Duty and Honour of the Crown)
• Chief and Council, 2(3)

FIRES ON RESERVES, 88

FIRST NATION, FNLMA, 2

FISHING, see HUNTING AND FISHING

FORFEITED GOODS, 103, DFGCR

FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT, FNLMA, 2

FUNDING, INDIAN AFFAIRS
• breach of funding agreement, DIAND, 4

G

GARBAGE DUMPS, IRWDR

GARNISHMENT, 89 (see subheading 2.2- Property — Garnishment)

GOVERNMENT SERVICES AND PROGRAMS, CA 1982, 15

GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS, 89

GST
• authority to impose tax, FNGSTA, 4
• statutory authority to make payments, FNGSTA, 6
• tax attributable to first nation, FNGSTA, 5

GUARDIANSHIP, 52

H

HABITAT
• preservation of, C.A. 1982 35(1) ("11.6 Fiduciary Duty — Preservation and Access to Habitat")

HEALTH CARE TAX, 87

HOUSING ON RESERVE, 20


I

IMPROVEMENTS, 22, 23

INCOME TAX, 87

INDIAN MONEY, see MONEYS

INDIAN REGISTER
• defined, 2(1)
• generally, 5
• inquiries, 14.1
• persons entitled to be registered, 6
• persons not entitled to be registered, 7
• protests, 14.2, 14.3
Index

INDIAN RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL SETTLEMENT, CA 1982, 35 (21 — Residential Schools)

INDIAN, DEFINED, 2(1); CA 1867 (see subheading 6); CA 1982, 35 (see subheading 8.2)

INFANTS, see CHILDREN

INQUIRIES, 14.1

INTEREST, 61(2), 64.1(3), CIR

INTESTACY, 48–50

INTOXICANT, 2(1), 85.1

INUIT, CA 1867, CA 1982 (35)

J

JUSTICES, APPOINTMENT, 107, FNLMA, 24

JUSTIFICATION, CA 1982 (35) (See subheading 10. Infringement and Justification)

L

LABOUR RELATIONS
• federal or provincial jurisdiction, CA 1867 (see subheading 3)
• self-government, CA 1982, 35 (see subheading 7.4)

LAND CLAIMS AGREEMENTS, CA 1982, 35 (See subheading 24, Land Claims and Self-Governance Agreements)

LAND CODE, FNLMA, 6–8, 15–17, 38–40

LANDLORD AND TENANT
• application of law on reserve, 88 (5-Landlord and Tenant); CA 1867 (5-Application of Landlord and Tenant Law)
• rent, see Leasing of Lands

LAND MANAGEMENT
• Act
  • binds Her Majesty, FNLMA, 3
  • coming into force, FNLMA, 48
  • conditional amendment, FNLMA, 47
  • conflicts with other Acts, FNLMA, 37
  • expressions in Indian Act, FNLMA, 2(2)
  • not constituting land claims agreement, FNLMA, 2(3)
  • short title, FNLMA, 1
  • transitional provisions, FNLMA, 46
• Atomic Energy Control Act, and, FNLMA, 43
• Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, FNLMA, 41
• definitions, FNLMA, 2(1)
• Emergencies Act, and, FNLMA, 42
• First Nations, schedule, FNLMA, 2, Schedule
  • amendment of schedule, FNLMA, 45
  • framework agreement
  • deposit of copies, FNLMA, 4(2)
  • ratification, FNLMA, 4(1)
• title to First Nation land, FNLMA, 5
• immunity and judicial review
  • actions final, FNLMA, 36(2)
  • determinations final, FNLMA, 36(1)
• immunity, FNLMA, 35
• review by Federal Court, FNLMA, 36(3)
• Land Management Regime
  • community approval
Index

LAND MANAGEMENT (cont’d)
  **•••** approval by members, FNLMA, 12
  **•••** certification, FNLMA, 14
  **•••** copy and declaration, FNLMA, 13
  **•••** submission to members, FNLMA, 10
  **•••** publication of notice, FNLMA, 11
  **•** First Nation laws
    **•** environmental protection, FNLMA, 21
    **•** evidence, FNLMA, 23
    **•** justices of the peace, FNLMA, 24
    **•** offences and punishment, FNLMA, 22
    **•** power to enact, FNLMA, 20
    **•** Statutory Instruments Act, non-application of, FNLMA, 44
  **•** First Nation land register
    **•** administration of, FNLMA, 25(2)
    **•** establishment of, FNLMA, 25(1)
    **•** regulations, FNLMA, 25(3)
  **•** First Nation powers
    **•** exercise of, FNLMA, 18(3)
    **•** legal capacity, FNLMA, 18(2)
    **•** management, FNLMA, 18(1)
    **•** management body, FNLMA, 18(4)
    **•** transfer of moneys, FNLMA, 19
  **•** land code
    **•** adoption of, FNLMA, 6(1)
    **•** coming into force, FNLMA, 15
    **•** conflict with environmental laws, FNLMA, 40
    **•** effect of, FNLMA, 16
    **•** excluded land, FNLMA, 7
    **•** Indian Act, and, FNLMA, s. 38
    **•** Indian Oil and Gas Act, and, FNLMA, 39
    **•** Individual agreement, FNLMA, 6(3)
    **•** management regime, FNLMA, 6(3)
    **•** rules on marriage breakdown, FNLMA, 17
    **•** transitional provisions, and, FNLMA, 46(2)
  **•** limitations on alienation
    **•** additional compensation, FNLMA, 27(2)
    **•** alienation, FNLMA, 26(1)
    **•** community approval, FNLMA, 27(5)
    **•** compensation, FNLMA, 31
    **•** expropriation, FNLMA, 26(2)
    **•** Expropriation Act, conflict with, FNLMA, 33
    **•** expropriation by First Nation, FNLMA, 28
    **•** expropriation by Her Majesty, FNLMA, 29
    **•** expropriation, partial, FNLMA, 30
    **•** restitution, FNLMA, 32
    **•** restrictions on exchange, FNLMA, 27(1)
    **•** terms and conditions, FNLMA, 27(3)
  **•** verification
    **•** appointment of verifier, FNLMA, 8(1)
    **•** disputes, FNLMA, 8(2)
Index

LAND MANAGEMENT (cont’d)
• • • notice of determination, FNLMA, 9
• liability
• • First Nation not liable, FNLMA, 34(1)
• • Her Majesty not liable, FNLMA, 34(3)
• • indemnification of First Nation, FNLMA, 34(2)
• • indemnification of Her Majesty, FNLMA, 34(3)

LAND TAXES, 87

LEASING OF LANDS
• assignments, 54–56, FNLMA, 27–32
• generally, 58(3), FNLMA, 6–8
• non-members, to, 28
• prohibition prior to designation, 37(2), 58(3)
• rent calculation for land leased to non-Indians, 37
• where moneys paid to superintendent, 63

LEGAL REPRESENTATION, CA 1982, s. 35 (See subheading 22 — Legal Representation)

LEGAL RIGHTS, 88–90

LEGISLATION, APPLICATION OF, TO INDIANS, see APPLICATION OF LAWS

LIMITATION PERIODS, CA 1870; CA 1982, 35 (See subheading 9.1 Extinguishment-Limitation Periods)

LIQUOR LICENSES, CA 1982 (15)

LIQUOR OFFENCES, 85.1, 88

LOANS TO INDIANS, 70, IBCBR

LOCATION TICKET, 20(3), 26, 27

M

MAGISTRATES, JURISDICTION, 106

MATRIMONIAL PROPERTY ON RESERVE, see Family Law

MEMBER OF BAND, see BAND MEMBERS

MENTALLY INCOMPETENT INDIANS, 2(1), 51

MÉTIS
• under federal jurisdiction, CA 1867 (6- Definition of Indian)
• constitutional rights, CA 1982 (8 — Métis)

MINING
• generally, 93
• Oil and Gas, see OIL AND GAS
• regulations, see MINING REGULATIONS

MINING REGULATIONS
• appeals, IMR, 46
• application, IMR, 3
• assignment, IMR, 39
• compliance with provincial laws, IMR, 4
• confidentiality of information, IMR, 44
• definitions, IMR, 2
• disposition of mineral rights, IMR, 5, 6
• fees, IMR, Sched.
• grouping, IMR, 37, 38
• inspection, IMR, 42
• leases
  • application for, IMR, 17–19
  • assessment work, IMR, 27–29
  • entitlement to minerals, IMR, 20
Index

MINING REGULATIONS (cont’d)
• notice of production, IMR, 35
• penalty and cancellation, IMR, 36
• rental, IMR, 24
• royalties, IMR, 31–34
• security deposit, IMR, 25, 26
• surveys, IMR, 21, 22
• term, IMR, 23
• Oil and Gas, see OIL AND GAS
• payment of taxes/rates/assessments, IMR, 45
  • permits
  • assessment work, IMR, 13–15
  • rental, IMR, 10
  • security deposit, IMR, 11, 12
  • term, IMR, 7–9
  • test shipments, IMR, 16
  • plans outlining location/value of workings, IMR, 43
  • surrender, IMR, 40
  • use of land surface, IMR, 41
MINISTER, DEFINED, 2(1)
MONEY BY-LAWS, 83
MONEYS
• capital moneys, 62, 64–65, CIR
• distribution among Band members, 2(3)
• Indian moneys, defined, 2(1)
• interest, 61(2)
• recovery of expenses by Crown, 67
• revenue moneys expenditures from, 64.1(2), 66
  • generally, 62
  • management of, by Band, 64.1(2), 69(1)
• to be held for use or benefit of Indians, 61(1)

MORTGAGE, 89, 90

N
NEW BANDS, 17

O
OATHS, COMMISSIONERS FOR
  • surveys, IMR, 21, 22
TAKING, 108
OFF RESERVE, CA 1982, 15
OFFENCES, see also
  • payment of taxes/rates/assessments, IMR, 45
  • permits
  • assessment work, IMR, 13–15
  • rental, IMR, 10
  • security deposit, IMR, 11, 12
  • term, IMR, 7–9
  • test shipments, IMR, 16
  • plans outlining location/value of workings, IMR, 43
  • surrender, IMR, 40
  • use of land surface, IMR, 41
MINISTER, DEFINED, 2(1)
MONEY BY-LAWS, 83
MONEYS
• capital moneys, 62, 64–65, CIR
• distribution among Band members, 2(3)
• Indian moneys, defined, 2(1)
• interest, 61(2)
• recovery of expenses by Crown, 67
• revenue moneys expenditures from, 64.1(2), 66
  • generally, 62
  • management of, by Band, 64.1(2), 69(1)
• to be held for use or benefit of Indians, 61(1)

MORTGAGE, 89, 90

N
NEW BANDS, 17

O
OATHS, COMMISSIONERS FOR
  • surveys, IMR, 21, 22
TAKING, 108
OFF RESERVE, CA 1982, 15
OFFENCES, see also
  • payment of taxes/rates/assessments, IMR, 45
  • permits
  • assessment work, IMR, 13–15
  • rental, IMR, 10
  • security deposit, IMR, 11, 12
  • term, IMR, 7–9
  • test shipments, IMR, 16
  • plans outlining location/value of workings, IMR, 43
  • surrender, IMR, 40
  • use of land surface, IMR, 41
MINISTER, DEFINED, 2(1)
MONEY BY-LAWS, 83
MONEYS
• capital moneys, 62, 64–65, CIR
• distribution among Band members, 2(3)
• Indian moneys, defined, 2(1)
• interest, 61(2)
• recovery of expenses by Crown, 67
• revenue moneys expenditures from, 64.1(2), 66
  • generally, 62
  • management of, by Band, 64.1(2), 69(1)
• to be held for use or benefit of Indians, 61(1)

MORTGAGE, 89, 90

N
NEW BANDS, 17

O
OATHS, COMMISSIONERS FOR
  • surveys, IMR, 21, 22
TAKING, 108
OFF RESERVE, CA 1982, 15
OFFENCES, see also
  • payment of taxes/rates/assessments, IMR, 45
  • permits
  • assessment work, IMR, 13–15
  • rental, IMR, 10
  • security deposit, IMR, 11, 12
  • term, IMR, 7–9
  • test shipments, IMR, 16
  • plans outlining location/value of workings, IMR, 43
  • surrender, IMR, 40
  • use of land surface, IMR, 41
MINISTER, DEFINED, 2(1)
MONEY BY-LAWS, 83
MONEYS
• capital moneys, 62, 64–65, CIR
• distribution among Band members, 2(3)
• Indian moneys, defined, 2(1)
• interest, 61(2)
• recovery of expenses by Crown, 67
• revenue moneys expenditures from, 64.1(2), 66
  • generally, 62
  • management of, by Band, 64.1(2), 69(1)
• to be held for use or benefit of Indians, 61(1)
Index

OIL AND GAS (cont’d)
• confidential information, IOGR, 48
• contracts
  • assignment or amendment, IOGR, 49, 50
  • cancellation of, IOGR, 46
  • surrender of, IOGR, 44
• terms and conditions, IOGR, 4, 5
• crude bitumen, IOGR, 39
• discoveries, IOGR, 19
  • notice of, IOGR, 38(1)
• exploratory licence, IOGR, 6–9
• fees, IOGR, Schedule II
• inspections, IOGR, 47
• lease rentals, IOGR, 26
• permit fee, IOGR, 18, Schedule II
• permit rights, IOGR, 15–17
• permits and leases, granting of, IOGR, 10
  • conversion of permits to leases, IOGR, 20
  • financial statements in respect of exploratory work under, IOGR, 21
• lease rights, IOGR, 22–25
• transitional, IOGR 59
• plans, IOGR, 37
• survey, IOGR, 40
• pooling, IOGR, 41–43
• production, equitable, IOGR, 34, 35
• projects and unit operations, IOGR, 41–43
• Regulations
  • definitions, IOGR, 2
  • delegation of authority, IOGR, 3
  • forms, IOGR, 58
• review by Minister, IOGR, 57
• rights of entry, IOGR, 32
• royalties, IOGR, 33, Schedule I, FNLMA, 39
• service wells, IOGR, 36
• surface rights, IOGR, 27–31
• suspension of operation, IOGR, 45
• well licence, IOGR, 11–14

P

PERSONAL PROPERTY, 87, 89, 90

POSESSION OF LANDS IN RESERVES
• generally, 20–28
• grants/leases void, 28
• transfer of possession, 24, 25

PRODUCE, SALE OF BARTER OF, 32, 33

PROPERTY ASSESSMENT AND TAXATION (RAILWAY RIGHT-OF-WAY) REGULATIONS
• application, PATR, 2
• interpretation, PATR, SOR2001-493 1
• taxation by-laws, PATR, SOR2001-493 3–5

PROTESTS, 14.2, 14.3, 17(3)

PROVINCIAL LAWS, 88, CA 1867, CA 1930

R

REFERENDUM REGULATIONS
• appeals, IRR, 31, 32
• definition, IRR, 2
• forms, IRR, 33
• holding of referendum, IRR, 3
• subsequent referendums, IRR, 30
• voting by secret ballot, IRR, 4–20
• voting other than by secret ballot, IRR, 21–29
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REGISTER, FIRST NATIONS LAND, see LAND MANAGEMENT

REGISTERED, DEFINED, 2(1)

REGISTRAR, DEFINED, 2(1)

REGULATIONS, POWER TO MAKE
- Band/Council meetings, 75
- day-to-day operations of reserve, 73
- education, 115
- elected council/chief, 74(3)
- elections, 76
- interest on certain moneys, 64.1(3)
- land management, FNLMA, 20
- loans to Indians, 70(2)
- management of revenue moneys by Band, 69(2)
- money by-laws, 83(5)
- possession of land by deceased Indian, 42(2)
- surrendered and designated lands, 57

REMOVAL OF MATERIALS FROM RESERVES, 93

RENT, see LEASING OF LANDS

RESERVE LAND REGISTER, 21

RESERVE LANDS, see also LEASING OF LANDS, SURRENDERS AND DESIGNATIONS, ABORIGINAL RIGHTS
- allocation and allotment, 20
- appropriation of lands, BCTU 13, MA 31
- ceasing to reside on, 25
- compulsory taking/expropriation of reserve lands, 35
- control over lands, 60, BCTU 13, CA 1930, 11
- disposition of grass/timber/non-metallic substances, 58(4)
- exemption from seizure, 29
- generally, 18
- grants/leases void, 28
- not vested in Crown, 36
- possession of, see POSSESSION OF LANDS IN RESERVES
- reserve, defined, 2(1)
- surrenders/designations, see SURRENDERS AND DESIGNATIONS
- trespass, 30, 31
- uncultivated/unused lands, 58
- use by non-members, 28

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS, CA 1982, 35 (21 — Residential Schools)

ROADS AND BRIDGES, 34

ROYAL PROCLAMATION, RP

S

SALES TAX, 87

SALES/GRANTS OF LAND, 28, 37, FNLMA, 1–45

SCHOOLS
- agreements with provinces, etc., 114
- attendance, 116
- child, defined, 122
- regulations, power to make, 115
- residential, CA 1982, 35 (See subheading 21. Residential Schools)
- school, defined, 122
- when attendance not required, 117

SEARCH AND SEIZURE, 103
SEIZURE
• applicability of provincial legislation, 88
• exemption for reserve lands, 29
• goods, 103, DFGCR
• property on reserve, 89, 90
• timber, of, ITR, 26–29
“SITUATED ON RESERVE”, 89, 90
SPECIAL RESERVES, 36.1
SUPERINTENDENT, DEFINED, 2(1)
SUPPORT ORDERS, 89
SURRENDERED AND DESIGNATED LANDS REGISTER, 55
SURRENDERS AND DESIGNATIONS, see also LEASING OF LANDS, RESERVE LANDS
• adjustment of contracts, 59
• assignments, 54–56
• designated lands, defined, 2(1)
• generally, 38–41
• prohibition for departmental employees, 53(3)
• register, 55
• revenues from sale of surrendered lands, 64(1)(a), 64.1(1), CIR
• sales without absolute surrender prohibited, 37
• surrendered lands, defined, 2(1)
• transactions, re, 53
SURVEYS AND SUBDIVISIONS, 19

T
TAXATION
• collection of GST, FNGSTA, 4
• exemption from, 87, 90
• gasoline, 87
• tobacco, 87
• income tax, 87
TAXES ON INDIANS
• by-laws providing for assessment of, 83(1)(a), (3)
• recovery of, 84
THREATENED SPECIES
• Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada, SRA, 18(1)
• National Aboriginal Council on Species at Risk, SRA, 8.1
TIMBER
• disposition of dead/fallen timber, 58(4)
• regulations, see TIMBER HARVESTING REGULATIONS; TIMBER REGULATIONS
TIMBER HARVESTING REGULATIONS
• application, ITHR, 3
• interpretation, ITHR, 1
• licences, ITHR, 5
• penalty, ITHR, 8
• prohibition, ITHR, 4
• removal of timber from a reserve, ITHR, 2
• repeal of Stuart-Trembleur Lake Band (Tanizul Timber Ltd.) Timber Regulations, ITHR, 9
• seizure of timber, ITHR, 6, 7
TIMBER REGULATIONS
• application, ITR, 3
Index

TIMBER REGULATIONS (cont’d)
- cancellation, ITR, 21
- compliance with laws, ITR, 25
- conservation, ITR, 22
- definitions, ITR, 2
- fire protection, ITR, 18
- ground rent, ITR, 12
- licences, ITR, 9, 10
- offences/penalties, ITR, 30
- penalties, IRTR 30
- permit for Indian use, ITR, 4
- permits cut for sale, ITR, 5–8
- prohibition, IRTR 3.1
- records, ITR, 20
- renewals, ITR, 11
- scaling, ITR, 15–17
- security deposit, ITR, 14
- seizure, ITR, 26–29

THIRD PARTY MANAGEMENT
- Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development Act, s. 4

TRADING WITH INDIANS, 91

TRAFFIC, IRTR

TRANSFERRED MEMBER’S INTEREST, 16

TREATY MONEY, 72

TREATY RIGHTS, CA 1982, 35

TRESPASS, s. 2(1)(Band), 20, 30, 31

U

UNCULTIVATED AND UNUSED LANDS, 58

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, 87

UTILITY TAX, 87

W

WASTE DISPOSAL, IRWDR

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION, 87, CA 1867, 91 (24)

WILLS, 45–47, 49, 50, IER, see also ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES

WOMEN, DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUITIES/RENTS TO, 15